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 Keeping actors like Kevin Costner safe while filming 
dangerous scenes in movies often comes down to visual 
effects specialists and creative problem solvers like 
Mark Stasiuk from Fusion CI Studios. He specializes in 
particle- and fluid-based visual effects for movies. Most 
recently, he supervised the fluid fx for the principle 
vfx studio, Flash Film Works on the Disney film The 
Guardian. 
 Stasiuk’s experience includes diverse products 
ranging from modeling a nuclear core meltdown to 
volcanic eruptions. “You might describe my background 
most generally as being in problem solving,” says 
Stasiuk. “I did research and took whatever approach 
was going to get answers.” 
 In the case of nuclear core meltdown, the problem 
was to figure out how far the molten core material 
would flow before solidifying and would it slice 
through any retaining structures. For that, Stasiuk did 
lab experiments with analog fluids and then used the 
results for numerical modeling. 
 He says the same creative thought process goes into 
figuring out how to achieve digital visual effects. “I 

don’t necessarily solve the full equations of motion, 
simply because that might take too long and isn’t what’s 
actually required,” says Stasiuk. “The real physics of 
fluid behavior is usually not wanted since it would 
interfere with the creative vision of the director.”
 In The Guardian, most of the work in fluid simulation 
was near the beginning when the cargo ship is in stormy 
seas. RealFlow simulation elements were created for 
the bow wave, wake, rain wash on the deck and waves 
breaking over the deck, plus the associated spray and 
mist from those elements. RealFlow is a software tool 
from Next Limit ( Madrid, Spain ) for simulation of 
fluids. 
 The trick with this work, according to Stasiuk, is 
figuring out first what problem is needed to be solved, 
then how to solve it in such a way that one can control 
it and alter it to meet a creative vision. It’s as much a 
human problem solution as a numerical/computer one, 
but he is comfortable in this situation because he is able 
to tackle the problems even if they require building 
methods from scratch (rather than applying standard 
tools and default settings from software packages). Most 

Fluid FX Keep Actors Safe 
in The Guardian:

Simulation of fluids is particle based and uses physical properties 
to control the behavior of the particles
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of the time, directors are trying to do something new, 
which means something for which there’s no standard 
tool to create. That’s where Fusion CIS enters. We 
asked Stasiuk a few questions about his work on The 
Guardian and we are sharing his responses with you 
below: 

EE: What do your algorithms for achieving photo-
realistic fluid flow accomplish that hasn’t been 
accomplished before? 

MS: Our work tends to add crucial phenomena to the 
core fluid flow behaviors done by off the shelf packages 
like RealFlow or Maya. For example, in RealFlow you 
can get a nice water-like flow without a huge amount 
of experience, say to flood a hallway. Although the 
results look cool, they don’t look real. That’s where we 
step in. The missing components are things like foam, 
bubbles, spray, and mist. Prior to our work, the only 
places that had really achieved good versions of these 
effects were an exclusive group of big VFX studios with 
massive budgets and large research and development 
departments. Other places had done a lot of faking 
that looked less than great, things like plastering 
photographed foam textures on digital surfaces. We 
were able to develop fast, stable algorithms for creating 
spray and foam as layers on otherwise basic fluid 
simulations, which took the results from cool to real. 
These effects look real because they spring off the base 
fluid simulation (and so are dependent on it), and then 
they become their own physical simulations, reacting to 
wind and surrounding objects like the hallway floor and 
walls.
 More recently, we’ve been doing research on other 
fluid phenomena, including fire, explosions, and 
complex (turbulent) bubble behavior. To do these, we’ve 
extended our previous approach, so we’re modeling the 
force field environment around the simulated fluids, 
which triggers the behaviors that make them look like 
fire or explosions or bubbles. It works well because it 
means we avoid having to simulate what’s outside the 
fluid we want to render, saving massive amounts of 
time and giving us a lot more control. This is an entirely 

new method.

EE: How does RealFlow improve stability? 

MS: RealFlow now integrates Python scripting in 
various parts of the simulation pipeline. This means 
you can script behaviors exactly as you want them 
(e.g., force fields and particle creation or deletion). It 
also means you can do a detailed analysis of causes 
of instability in your simulations, and as a result, 
determine methods to stabilize simulations that wouldn’t 
otherwise run. The same approach allows us to optimize 
simulation speed. We can get fluid simulations to run 
that really shouldn’t, and in a recent film project on 
which we consulted, we were able to cut the simulation 
times by a factor of two to five, depending on the effect. 
When you’re talking about a single simulation iteration 
taking days to run, that’s a very important saving for a 
studio.

EE: How is it important to the photo-realism and 
specifically, The Guardian? 

MS: Obviously getting simulations to actually finish, 
and to run faster, made new things possible in The 
Guardian. A major effect that leaps to mind is the wave 
crests on the ocean surface. In a storm, you get a lot 
of whitecaps from the tops of waves. There’s no tool 
available for doing this in any off-the-shelf package 
that will produce a decent result. It’s a very dynamic 
situation, with waves getting steep and going through 
little breaks, and the crests then avalanche down the 
wave face in a very dynamic way. Everybody’s seen 
these and can tell if they look real. In RealFlow, I 
created a method that analyzed the geometry of the 
digital ocean surfaces, found waves that fit the right 
criteria for cresting, and then generated fluid particles 
from the wave tops. These were then simulated, so they 
interacted with wind, the ocean surface, and each other. 
The result was a very realistic behavior that added a 
rich layer of dynamic detail to the wavy ocean surfaces.

EE: Are renderings done in a 3D CAD software ?

MS: For The Guardian, we used NewTek’s LightWave 3D to render. But there’s 
a wide variety of renderers possible -- usually it depends on how big the data sets 
are, and what’s being rendered (particles, or particles surfaced with a polygonal 
mesh).

EE: What was the coolest, most fun thing about working on The Guardian?

MS: For me, there are two big highs that come out of this work. Personally, the 
sense of breaking new ground, achieving entirely new things that make the visual 
results leap to new levels, is a real source of excitement. It’s like the rush of 
scientific discovery, but with a fun twist. But another big cool thing is working 
with a talented, creative team of people who all contribute their parts and make the 
overall results amazing. At each stage of the work, there are people who can do 
things that astound you. This team effort lets me pound away on whiteboards and 
computers, developing new simulation algorithms and production tools. Meanwhile 
at the next desk, there’s an animator or modeler or compositor doing some equally 
demanding task with equal impact on the visuals, on the same shot. When it all 
gets put together, you just shake your head in amazement. It makes watching these 
films an entirely different experience!

 For More Information:
Fusion CIS Home:  www.fusioncis.com
The Guardian Clip:  http://www.bvimovies.com/media/cinema/clips/

 52_299_hires.html
RealFlow Demo Reel:  www.realflow.com  (click on “see demo reel RF4”) 
NewTek Home:  http://www.newtek.com/
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